Nørlund-Viskum Træ, or simply NVT, is the largest sawmill in Denmark. They say that it is “a tick better” than the competition.

Not surprisingly, NVT is located in the middle of Rold Skov, the largest forest in Denmark. 350 tones of wood are sawed annually and turned into 100,000 cubic meters of produced goods that end up directly on the shelves of the Danish wood dealers.

“We export some to England and Holland, and a bit to Germany as well”, says the project leader in charge of maintenance, Poul Julsgaard.

“We also offer goods from sustainable forestry operations, meaning without chemicals or forest cultivation beyond re-growth. We do our best to keep nature the way it is”, says Poul Julsgaard.

Cut for the Business
NVT has Lincoln lubrication systems installed on its saw lines and wheel loaders:

“On the saw line we use lubrication systems for both grease and oil. The grease or oil pumps are found on a central point of the system”, says Julsgaard.

According to him, with manual lubrication an employee is busy the whole year, so, thanks to the automation at NVT, plenty of money is saved. “The laborious task is one part, but also the quality of lubrication was not optimal. The great thing about this system is that the saw line is always lubricated, and not every third month by someone with a grease gun whereby possibly half of it is wasted. With Lincoln pumps the saw line is evenly lubricated and as a result we are able to reduce downtime to a minimum in a harsh environment – especially in terms of wear. The bearings don’t break as quickly. One could also say that Lincoln is also possibly “a tick better” than the competition”, adds Poul Julgaard at the end.

The original Danish text was written and published by MASYTEC, a Lincoln distributor for Denmark.